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Winkler 4 themselves as potentially powerful allies-but, equally, as a serious threat. 4 The same threat of conquest was also true of eleventh-and early twelfth-century England: not only was England twice conquered in the eleventh century-by the Danes in 1016, and the Normans in 1066-but the loss of William Adelin, the heir to the throne, in a tragic shipwreck in 1120 led to a succession dispute which resulted in civil war. Twelfth-century historical writing in the British Isles reflects these crises of rule, as is evident in these writers' growing interest in alternative dynastic claims to Britain's thrones. I have argued elsewhere that these crises prompted alternate avenues of legitimation, especially after the House of Cerdic's monopoly on English kingship vanished in the eleventh century. 5 There are important links with the situation in Wales, because twelfth-century historical writing across borders in the British Isles appealed to new criteria for kingship in light of changing circumstances. In the decades following the Norman Conquest of England in 1066, further upheaval, rupture and change spread through the British Isles. After the Normans conquered England, they won several victories over the Welsh, Irish and Scottish. These dynastic shifts challenged existing ideas about-and expectations for-regional kingships and perceptions of dynasties in the British Isles.
The way in which our author chooses to render Gruffudd's ascent to power in writing underlines the changing dynastic claims in the British Isles, because the Vita Griffini appeals to new models and rationales, reconciling them with existing expectations for kingship so as to assert the worthiness of Gruffudd's dynasty. In order to elucidate these narrative strategies, 4 See e.g. Wendy Davies, Wales in the Early Middle Ages (Leicester, 1982) , pp. 121-40; T.
M. Charles-Edwards, Early Irish and Welsh Kinship (Oxford, 1993) , pp. 254-5; Lewis, 'Gruffudd ap Cynan and the Normans', e.g. at pp. 61, 67.
5 Emily A. Winkler, 'England's defending kings in twelfth-century historical writing ', Haskins Society Journal, 25 (2013) , 147-63.
Winkler 5 I will examine three kinds of narrative rendering: that of an idea, a story, and an event. First, the idea is that of time and space. The author represents time itself in a manner which favours Gruffudd's legitimacy as a uniquely distinguished king in Britain: he chooses to emphasize the import of the end points in time rather than the beginnings, and he highlights the duration of his ancestors' and relatives' rule, rather than its limitation. Second, the story is that of Gruffudd's initial bid for the kingship of Gwynedd. The author was aware of the dangers inherent in both Norman alliances and incursions, and sought to represent a Gwynedd, My present purpose will be to compare how the Vita Griffini represents the Danish and Norman dynasties-and their conflicts with the peoples of Britain-in service of new historical projects. For this reason, I am primarily concerned with the Vita Griffini's references to events which occurred before Gruffudd's arrival in Gwynedd. Our author's stories about Gruffudd's parents and ancestors function not purely as genealogies, but as the narrative foundation for Gruffudd's claim. In Gruffudd's matrilineal genealogies in Chapters 2, 4, 5 and 6, the author does two important things: first, he highlights that many of Gruffudd's maternal ancestors were kings (and that they were recognized as such during their
Winkler 6 lifetimes); second, he includes bits of narrative-miniature res gestae that illustrate the deeds and accomplishments of these regal ancestors. Of all Gruffudd's ancestors in the patrilineal genealogy in Chapter 3, on the other hand, only Cunedda is named 'King' ('Cunedae regis'), and no deeds are reported. 6 This latter style is not surprising for a Welsh genealogy, but what is important is that the author uses different styles of genealogical argument to stress why
Gruffudd is uniquely qualified to be the legitimate king of Gwynedd-and leans heavily on the former. Ultimately, the author's narrative strategies in rendering ideas, stories and events permit Gruffudd to emerge as an important king in Britain in his own right-principally because of his northern heritage and his ancestors' kingworthy exploits.
The Vita Griffini is not only a biography of a king of Gwynedd, or even of a Welsh king. The contention of this article is that it is a biography of a reigning king of Danish extraction in the British Isles. The stage on which the Vita Griffini's author sets the action of his narrative (and argues for Gruffudd's legitimacy) is a grander one than that of contemporary Welsh politics: it is the great stage of the North Sea, which extends back into the Scandinavian past. The particular Scandinavian past of interest to our author was one in which Scandinavian royal opportunism contributed to royal legitimacy and status in Britain.
Although the non-Welsh aspects of Gruffudd's lineage have long been highlighted, 7 they deserve further scrutiny and are as important as the Welsh material if not more so to the author's case. The Vita Griffini's author was not only historically informed, but was also selfconscious about Britain's place in the wider world, including the continent and in particular 6 Vita Griffini, cc. 2-6, pp. 52-9.
7 E.g. most comprehensively by David E. Thornton, 'The genealogy of Gruffudd ap Cynan', To make a case for kingship to an educated audience in Wales, the author had to do three important things. First, he had to stress Gruffudd's royal status. Welsh kings were expected to be defenders and conquerors, powerful and efficient-but above all legitimate.
15 Vita Griffini, cc. 8, 14, intentions-rather than on his entitlement to rule by origins alone. This is most evident in Chapter 9, which recounts Gruffudd's upbringing in Ireland:
And so when Gruffudd was already cultivated in his habits, brought up most gently, he was spending the years of his youth in his mother's home and among his relatives, his mother would often recount to him what kind of a man his father had been, and how great he had been, how rich his realm, and how famous a kingdom was owed to him, and also how cruel a tyrant now held it. Upset by these words, he would often turn these things over sadly in his mind, and in the end he set out to the court of king Murchadh, and set his most serious complaints before him and the other kings of Ireland, showing that a foreign people were ruling over his paternal inheritance, and seeking humbly that they should help him in providing auxiliary forces by which he might regain it even by force of arms. 
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The chapter concludes as the Irish kings agree to help; Gruffudd thanks both his allies and God. This is Gruffudd's first success in forging an alliance, a strategy which will ultimately help him win rule in Gwynedd.
Gruffudd is as yet far from Gwynedd, his patrilineal inheritance. Yet the 'destination myth' once again arrives in Ireland. Ireland has become a focus for Gruffudd's ancestors and for his own efforts to win his patrimony; here, the author shows that Gruffudd's genealogical and diplomatic links to Ireland are as crucial to the story of his claim in Wales as are
Scandinavian links. His background and interactions with foreigners-not only those of
Gwynedd-help to make Gruffudd legitimate: where Gruffudd goes, and with whom, is as important as where he is the rightful king. 56 The story of Gruffudd staking his dynastic claim begins, unapologetically, with reminders of Gruffudd's lack of dominion and distance from Gwynedd, and moves towards a decision which will ultimately lead him to victory.
The key turning point in the narrative is this story of how Gruffudd became motivated to seek his destiny. The influence of Gruffudd's mother is paramount: her words are a galvanizing force, the efficient cause which incites him to action. 57 Her role in the Vita Griffini is, therefore, more than just a conduit to royal Irish and Scandinavian heritage: her active influence as his mother, and through words spoken aloud, is the single most important motivating factor which inspires Gruffudd to take action, rather than to languish in obscurity.
Without his mother to preserve the deeds of his dynasty in her memory, he would have been ignorant of his claim. Indeed, a 'wise' woman also speaks aloud the words of the prophecy which affirm Gruffudd's eventual success in claiming kingship, 58 which further emphasizes 56 Cf. Lewis, 'Gruffudd ap Cynan and the reality and representation of exile'. 57 The significance of Gruffudd's mother in reminding Gruffudd of patrimony is discussed briefly by Powell, 'Genealogical narratives', p. 187. It must be noted that there are no direct verbal parallels between the two texts. Asser's maternal story introduces the distinctive quality of Alfred's reign, whereas the Vita Griffini's introduces the distinctive means by which Gruffudd became king. Nevertheless, both men had something to overcome-youth and illness for Alfred, distance and treachery for
Gruffudd. Asser's story explains Alfred's early inclination towards kingship even though he was not necessarily the obvious or the only choice for the role in his youth. The two accounts share narrative strategies of preparing their subjects to be king, against the odds.
Furthermore, both mothers were responsible for inspiring the interest in learning and memory in their sons, which guided their ambitions and authority as kings. The personal influence of each future king's mother on his education-through storytelling, or encouraging him to read-is explicitly on his mind. It is an influence which may indeed reflect reality: it was the responsibility of early medieval women, especially aristocratic women, to retain dynastic memory themselves, and to inspire their sons to remember and to honour their ancestors, especially on their father's side. 64 There is evidence that women were thought of, and represented, as agents of memory in the northern world as well: in his prologue to The Vita Griffini diminishes the relative importance of the Norman Conquest in Britain, casting it and Gruffudd's accession as equivalent enterprises in the long-term establishment of Scandinavian hegemony. The story of Gruffudd's ascent to power thereby becomes a tale of comparable Scandinavian royal success in Britain. The Norman kings and
Gruffudd are contemporaries and distant kinsmen sharing dynastic origins. The author suggests on these grounds that Gruffudd has achieved parity of status in ruling a kingdom in Britain.
As discussed above, the author describes three Danish brothers-Harald, Rodolphus he is, after all, writing about Gruffudd, seeking to legitimize him for the present and posterity, just as later writers sought to endorse his dynasty retrospectively. 75 The way in which he does so reveals that he acknowledged Danish kingship as a source of legitimacy.
74 Cf. the discussion of the author's Latinity, above, p.
[xref]. The passage suggests that the author was concerned about the Normans-indeed, they would subsequently invade Gwynedd, as the author goes on to relate. Although Gruffudd successfully turned back these incursions, he still had to rely on their aid at key moments in his career. For instance, Gruffudd made a truce with Henry I, and the two kings negotiated together about both protecting laymen and making ecclesiastical appointments in Wales, northern Europe, and in particular for the idea that they could be a source of authority, rather than a challenge to it. Trojan origins may have counted for much symbolically, but destination myths-based on constructed histories of success and directed royal ambitionmay have been equally as persuasive to audiences familiar with the realities of conflict and cooperation in the central medieval northern world.
